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SUMMARY 

A jump-landing technique exists of different phases (jump 

and landing) which are of equal importance. These phases 

can be translated into movement characteristics which can 

be biomechanically measured. The jump-landing technique 

is essential to absorb the massive impact forces efficiently, 

and an inefficient technique is thought to be strongly 

related to the athlete’s risk for injuries to the lower 

extremities.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

An inappropriate jump-landing technique is argued to 

increase valgus strain on the knee during take-off and 

landing, and will decrease the absorption of the generated 

energy on landing [1]. This creates more stress on the knee 

joint. During the jump-landing sequence, the landing 

strategy is essential to absorb the massive impact forces 

efficiently, and is thought to be strongly related to  the 

athlete’s risk for injuries to the lower extremities [1-4]. 

Given the kinematic chain nature of the total body 

following ground contact during jump-landing, it has been 

suggested that the generated impact forces can be 

influenced by separate joint motions in the kinematic chain 

[5]. Enumerating the possible biomechanical risk factors 

and malalignments that occur during the performed jump-

landing may help to detect an athlete at risk for lower 

extremity injuries. Therefore the possible kinematic and 

kinetic risk factors for injury occurrence were determined. 

 

METHODS 

ISI Web of Knowledge, SPORTDiscus and PubMed were 

systematically searched for English studies published 

between 1999 and October 2010 on  the relation between 

risk factors of the jump-landing and injuries. A sensitive 

search was performed using the following keywords; 

“(jump OR landing OR jump-landing technique) AND 

(injury OR injuries) AND (risk factors OR 

malalignments)”. Reference lists of identified studies were 

also scanned for relevant publications. The title and 

abstract of each paper was read to identify and exclude 

non-related studies. An article was included in the review 

if (1) it was an observational (cohort) study on the 

relationship between risk factors of the jump-landing 

technique and injury occurrence; and (2) if it met a 

predefined cut-off score set for quality.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Jump-landing technique can be a risk factor for injury 

[3,6,7]. Inadequate neuromuscular control, decreased 

ROM in knee, hip and ankle at landing and take-off, 

increased GRF, accompanied loading rate and angular 

velocities are possible risk factors for injury occurrence. 

Lian et al. [8] found that the coordination between hip, 

knee and ankle joints mainly determines the ability of the 

lower extremity to absorb the generated forces during 

jump-landing and thus prevent (re)occurrence of injury. To 

do so, sufficient flexion and joint ROM should be 

obtained.  

 

Limited ROM creates a stiff jump-landing technique. This 

stiffer landing technique is presented by a decrease in 

ankle flexion, [3,7,9] decreased ankle and knee ROM 

during landing phase [3] and more eccentric activity 

during landing [3,7,8]. Also higher ankle and knee angular 

velocities [3,7], higher ankle dorsiflexion moments [10], 

an increased loading rate of knee flexion moment at the 

eccentric movements (during take-off and landing) 

together with higher GRF [7,10] were present [3,7,10,11]. 

In addition, higher dynamic lower extremity valgus and 

knee abduction loading are also unfavorable patterns 

presented during a jump-landing maneuver [6]. All 

possible risk factors are summarized in Table 1. 

 

CONCLUSION  

Hip, knee and ankle help to absorb the generated forces 

during jump-landing. The hip muscles assists in the 

absorption of reaction force from the upper body weight, 

and the ankle and foot help absorb the ground-reaction 

forces. Current knowledge shows that different kinematic 

and kinetic factors demonstrate a relationship with PT, 

ankle injuries, ACL injuries and PFPS. Therefore it can be 

possible to alter the dynamics of a jump-landing to alter 

injury occurrence.  
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Table 1: Possible risk factors for lower extremity 

injuries 
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  Injury type     

Measurement ACL 

Ankle 

sprain PT PFPS 

Ankle plantar flexion IC I < NI   I < NI 

 Ankle ROM   I < NI   
 Ankle plantar flexion strength   I > NI   
 Ankle angular velocity     I > NI 

 Force development  ankle     I > NI 

  

Ankle inversion moment 

production     I > NI 

 Knee flexion IC I < NI   I < NI 

 Maximal knee flexion     I < NI I < NI 

Knee flexion ROM I < NI   I < NI 

 Knee abduction I > NI   I > NI 

 Knee abduction moment I > NI     
  

Side to side knee abduction 

differences I > NI     
  

Knee extension moment 

production I > NI     
 Force development  knee     I > NI 

 Hip flexion IC      I < NI 

 Maximal hip flexion     I < NI 

 Hip flexion ROM I > NI   I < NI 

 Hip flexion moment I > NI     
 Hip internal rotation strength       I > NI 

Hip extensor strength     I < NI 

 Impact forces/GRF I > NI   I > NI 

 Stance time I < NI     
 Tibia rotation I > NI     
 Vastus lateralis EMG I > NI   I > NI 

 Timing energy absorption I ≠ NI     
 Energy absorption     I < NI 

 H/Q ratio       I < NI 

Timing H/Q activation I ≠ NI       


